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Abstract

Pose estimation and tracking of an articulated structure based on data from multiple cameras has seen numerous
applications in recent years. In this paper, a marker based human pose tracking algorithm from multi view video
sequences is proposed. The purpose of the proposed algorithm is to present a low cost motion capture system that can
be used as an alternative to high cost available commercial human motion capture systems. The problem is defined as
the optimization of 45 parameters which define body pose model and is solved using a modified version of particle swarm
optimization (PSO) algorithm. The objective of this optimization is to maximize a fitness function which formulates
how much the body model matches with 2D markers coordinates in video frames. A sampling covariance matrix is
used in the first part of the velocity equation of PSO and is annealed with iterations. The sampling covariance matrix
is computed adaptively, based on variance of parameters in the swarm. One of the concerns in this algorithm is the
high number of parameters to define the model of body pose. To tackle this problem, we partition the optimization
state space into six stages that exploit the hierarchical structure of the skeletal model. The first stage optimizes the six
parameters that define the global orientation and position of the body. Other stages relate to optimization of right and
left hand, right and left leg and head orientation. In the proposed partitioning method previously optimized parameters
are allowed some variation in each step that is called soft partitioning. Experimental results on Pose Estimation and
Action Recognition (PEAR) database indicate that the proposed algorithm achieves lower estimation error in tracking
human motion compared with Annealed Particle Filter (APF) and Parametric Annealing (PA) methods.
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1. Introduction

Capturing and tracking the human motion have found
numerous applications in recent years. Motion capture is
the process of recording human motion as a sequence of
3D Cartesian coordinates called motion data [1]. Human
pose tracking is the process of determining the configura-
tion (orientation and location) of body parts at consec-
utive time instants using motion data. There are three
major goals for human pose tracking [2]: smart surveil-
lance, object control and research purposes. The purpose
of surveillance applications is human body pose tracking
while monitoring for specific actions such as shop lifting.
Animating virtual characters in games and movies can be
considered as control applications. The aim of these ap-
plications is avatar control within virtual worlds based on
human motion in the real world. Motion data in research
applications are used for diagnostics orthopedic patients
in clinical studies or train athletes to improve their perfor-
mance.
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General structure of motion analyzing systems consists
of four steps, namely initialization, tracking, body pose es-
timation and action recognition. Determining an appropri-
ate model of subject in model based systems and camera
calibration in image based systems are examples of ini-
tialization. Aim of the tracking step is to determine the
position of corresponding segments of the body parts in
successive frames. In the pose estimation step relative ori-
entation and location of body parts related to each other
is determined. In the last step of this process the esti-
mated pose in consecutive frames is analyzed to recognize
the action performed by the subject. There are different
sensor types to capture human motion, which are cate-
gorized as active and passive sensors [3]. Active sensors
transmit or receive signals from the other sensors while
passive sensors have no effects on the other sensors. Ac-
celerometers, mechanical, electromagnetic [4] and acoustic
sensors are examples of active sensors already used for hu-
man motion capture. The methods based on these sensors
usually require devices to be attached to the body parts
such as skeletal-like structures in mechanical approaches
and magnetic or acoustic sensors in other approaches [5].
The major problem about the above methods is that the
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